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Veronika Szász  and István Bata
started working together in 2016. Their first album, 
named Unfold, was released in 2018, where the aim 
was to write an intuitive music diary, composing and 
recording the very moment in order to create a musical 
imprint that acted as a time capsule, inspired by their 
own experiences as musicians (folk music, classical music, 
jazz, dance music, pop, etc.). In 2020, they released 
their second album, Unform. The inspiration came from 
making their own music public, from the experience of 
playing music in a community, and the audience’s reflections 
on their music. The artistic goal was to record those 
determinant compositional principles along which the 
creative couple could work together effectively and well. 
The album outlines the fixed points of cooperation, which 
also articulate the possibility of creative freedom.















The Budapest based duo of Veronika Szász and István Bata 
was brought to life by the desire for experimentation and 
discovery, the commitment to co-creation, and the need 
for products and productions that cross genre boundaries. 
Their own music is mostly a peculiar fusion of folk music, jazz 
and electronics, performed in an improvisational way in the 
inspiration of the moment. Through their creation, they 
seek a harmonious unity of tradition and modernity, new 
paths with the least cultural loss. With their concerts, they 
create complex, interactive, participatory community events. 



Their duo was founded in 2019, with the mission to address 
listeners who are open to interactions that are intimate, 
peaceful, friendly, pleasant and also rich in self-knowledge. 
When organizing their concerts, the primary aim is to create 
occasions where the audience, with a sense of community, 
can participate in the creative process that builds on the
collaboration of the two musicians, spontaneously embodied 
in the moment, holding up a sharp and clear mirror to all 
participants.









“Because, to us, the main value of playing live 
 - its particular sensitivity to the recipient - is in the 
meantime also its vulnerability, we are grateful for every 
occasion when our music can take on such a subtle and 
fragile form which can occur mostly when playing at 
home -or somewhere in nature- for the pleasure 
of ourselves or our friends.” 

“Thanks to the attention, taste and trust of Róbert Hunka 
and Gábor Halász’s sophisticated musical ear and high 
level of technical expertise, we have been able to summarize 
our work properly and to do so with a sensitive, clean, 
accurate outcome that allows us to look back at the 
previous years with gratitude as well as to believe in 
the upcoming ones. “

Veronika Szász and István Bata













“We are seeking the solutions through our various activities.  For instance, 
we are investigating how to express an idea, a story, a feeling, how to 
present an inner image, a question in a way that is expressive, accessible, 
well-receptible to others. Our mission is to build a bridge between the 
message and the recipient. Everything else, including ourselves, is a tool 
that serves the authenticity of art. The bass guitar-vocal duo is a minimalist 
formation where the focus is on musical virtuosity and the emphasis is on 
insight, so a sense of completeness must be created by choosing the one 
that offers the most unfailing solution out of the many possibilities. Our 
music is about being free to choose between means of expression that are 
authentic to us. We try to integrate all the elements that are important to us, 
and to create harmony with the need for diversity. Folk culture and folk 
song tradition are a standard ingrained in us, that fundamentally determines our 
creative work. To us, folk songs are the essential grasp of content that promises 
to be eternal, the accessible formulation and personal interpretation of common 
symbols. Jazz means freedom, the possibility of a presence reflective of the 
moment. While electronics are a seemingly endless experimental playground, 
an exciting toolbox for creating associative, contemporary soundscapes.“

Veronika Szász and István Bata
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01. Journey
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07. S2
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13. Régi szeretőmért*
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01. Journey

Don’t stop the journey 
When peace has turned into fear!
Won’t get there early
‘Cause we still don’t know the way

The most sparkling place will
Shine on our face so clear
For now I keep hoping
Every dog has his day

And finally when I get there
I will throw off my shoes
And finally when I get there
I will read no news 

No one can tell me
How I could be right
No one can teach me
How I could be fine

Don’t stop the journey 
When your aim has begun to fade!
Tired of longing and yearning
Who cares if I’m not well-behaved?

Why are you so imaginative?

Don’t stop the journey 
When peace has turned into fear!
Won’t get there early
‘Cause we still don’t know the way

Don’t stop the journey 
When peace has turned into fear!
Won’t get there early
‘Cause we still don’t know the way  
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02. Time We Have Lost

The more I need to stay and say
Something the more time it will take 
To think about the things we’ve failed
And talk about what we have made 

We used to think that it’s OK
To sometimes make a gross mistake
But as we got old and quite strong
We have some fear ‘bout time we’ve lost 
  

All the long nights we could frame
With supper-times drinking pale-ale  
Could be published in the papers named
“The never resting lips and brains”
 
An astute reader single mum
Who’s ravenous for facts and fun
Will paste up this page on her wall
As a deterrent: „boozers be gone!”
 
We used to think that it’s OK
To sometimes make a gross mistake
But as we got old and quite strong
We have some fear ‘bout time we’ve lost
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03. Having Fun

Prepare yourself while having fun
To keep it up when everything’s gone
First of all we fall in line when the weather is calm
To think out every detail of a plan we don’t have at all   
To have our faces filled up with the cakes and ale of the house
Which is warm, decorated, perfect place for an easier start

I see the morning haze but never the Sun
Where is the time when we had to start?
The look of our home seems so different now since It has developed
I wish we could memorize all the fields and scenes of our playground
If only we could feel much love and hate the way a small child does
Dancing and behaving like a dude who’s going on the bust

Let me feel sometimes that rhythm is fun!
Let me see it’s not a thundering gun!

Make me feel sometimes that rhythm is fun!
Let me see it’s not a thundering gun!
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04. Grey Ghost

Lately I’ve been feeling so blue
You don’t know that I’m waiting for you
Lately I’ve been feeling so blue
You don’t know how much I’m waiting for you
I know you don’t know how much I’m waiting for you

For You

Save me baby!
Save me from (my) life on time
Save me baby ‘cause this land is so unkind

And I see a grey ghost

Running fast
It looks so scary
Heaves and huffs
I hear It wheezing
Hungry for my blood
It’s nipping on my haunch

Running fast
It looks so scary
Heaves and huffs
I hear It wheezing
Hungry for my blood
It’s nipping on my haunch

It looks so crazy
It won’t be easy
to get rid of the ghost
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05. Galambom

Édes kedves Galambom,
Engedj hozzád térnem!
Szárnyad alá bebújva
Rejtsd el minden vétkem!

Nem kell nekem más dallam már
Kerek e világon,
Hallhassam, hogy szíved dobban,
Én csak ezt kívánom.

Édes kedves Galambom,
Engedd hozzád térnem!
Szárnyad alá bebújva
Rejtsd el minden vétkem!

Nem kell nekem más dallam már
Kerek e világon,
Hallhassam, hogy szíved dobban,
Én csak ezt kívánom.

Édes, kedves Galambom,
Legszebbik az égen,
Szállj le hozzám néha kérlek,
Nyugalmad hadd érzem!

Tollaiddal símogass
Álomba ekképpen,
Ne ébredhessek fel többé
Nélküled sötétben!
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06. Home

If the World could be a bigger place for me
If the World could be a bigger place for me
I could make my home and I would build It for 
Those who I intend to save 

If the World could be a better place I could sleep
Without fears about the tears at night
The future brings me to bear and ease

But I will not see the end

I would show them all the pleasing presents that I’ve got
I would let them know what I have learned about love
Let them know about love
I would show them all the pleasing presents that I’ve got

No more dreams of yours I can help come true

But I will not see the end

UNFOLD I. 2019_5:03







07. S2

I have no time
I know
I feel it in the air

I have no time -Enough!-
to wonder
to think about

I have no time -Enough!-

Make some pleasure for myself
Sometimes I do
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08. Down On Your

All the things that belong to me
You know I can’t bring them on
Everything that could help me to see
Oh I don’t have them all

How much of me have you got already?
It must be more than enough
And the rest that could meet with your needs
I am sure is not my job

Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!
Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!

Boring stories you always repeat
I could take them no more
And I know you look out for my dreams
It’s still so obvious

And the person you want me to be
You have to know I won’t be at all
‘Bout the rain that you wish for your trees:
I can’t make it fall 

Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!
Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!

Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!
Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!

Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!
Now you’re getting down on your knees
Trying to please me, oh no!
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09. Silent Sigh

I would like to remember every field where thoughts take root
I know It’s not the end and I know there’s nothing new
Noone’s dust is grander than the soil which we’re made from to
Take care of the creatures and to guide our souls to truth  

Looking through the window I see a boat-shaped cloud
It may rain soon and a splurge loudly comes out
Thunders like a gunfight between left and right
Or will be blown away by a silent sigh of God

My steaming tea smells fine and it fills my room up
Silence is my best friend for all things that I need so much
I don’t know what more I am waiting for but
There must be some good reasons why I can’t still get enough

Time to get away from the thoughts which feed my heart
Clock beats will be slowed down by perceptions of my mind
I may sit alone on a chair of fine handcraft
Or will be asking us ‘bout the life we both have got

Do you remember the time when we were way too young?
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10. Don’t Play Around

 In some ways I have told you
 Please don’t play around
 In some ways I can show you 
 How wisely you could use your time

 In case we could live on
 The fat of the land and high
 We had a lot lot more so frivolous
 Plunder to throw it out 

 On our playground I will chase you
 Playful hare and hound
 You can catch me if you want to
 I can break the rules and slow down

UNFOLD I. 2019_121 bpm_4:57









11. Mess Inside

Here on earth
Oh what have I found?
Playing games
With an unfitting role of mine

Blame the flames
We should have denied
Break those rails 
We would never let us define

Sapless days
You feel sometimes high
Fateful failures
In your story that’s never been tried

Here I am
And see what you’ve done
You may be ashamed 
But you’re not the only one 

Instinct has forced you 
Into a fight
Your heart advised you
To commit a meaningless crime

Wasted time
To clear out your mind
There’s no way
To get away from the mess inside

We’re all on fire
By paying the price
For all the trials
Which make us still feel alive

Wasted time
To clear out your mind
There’s no way
To get away from the mess inside

 
Here I am
And see what you’ve done
You may be ashamed 
But you’re not the only one 

Wasted time
To clear out your mind
There’s no way
To get away from the mess inside
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12. Szeretőm e táncba

 Szeretőm e táncba,
 gyűrűm ez ujjába,
 minden fordulásba,
 ragyog ez ujjába.

 Csak azért szerettem
 faluvégen lakni,
 hogy az én édesem 
 odajár itatni.

 A lovát itatja, 
 magát mutogatja,
 szép piros orcáját 
 vélem csókoltatja.
 

 

  

 Ne csókolj, ne szeress,
 mert nekem nem kellesz!
 Mi haszna, ha szép vagy,
 örökké beteg vagy?

 Ha akarsz ölelni,  
 tanulj meg ölelni!
 Ha akarsz csókolni, 
 tanulj meg csókolni!

 Szeretőm es voltál, 
 kerítőm es voltál,
 verjen meg ez Isten, 
 ha igaz nem voltál!
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13. Régi szeretőmért

 Régi szeretőmért nem adnék egy hajmát,
 ki minden hajnalban keresi kalapját.

 Keresi, keresi, ahogy nem kaphassa,
 mert fel van akadva egy csipkebokorra.

 Hát fel van akadva egy csipkebokorra,
 egy csipkebokorra, méltányos kalapja.

 Verje meg az Isten, ha le nem akassza,
 ha le nem akassza, neked visszaadja.

UNFORM 2020_4:14
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